
Please join us for 

Values and Purpose in Action  
Leadership Series

A community of forward-thinking leaders

Creative Tension: a situation where competing needs 
ultimately gives rise to better ideas or outcomes

In the day-to-day work of all organizations, employees, 
customers, suppliers and others stakeholders often experience 
competing needs. This creates tension. A leader who learns 
how to harness this tension to bring about creative decisions 
will produce better ideas and outcomes. Leveraging the use of 
your resources — time, money and attention — is an art and 
a skill. Using your values and purpose as a rudder helps build 
alignment as you navigate the realities of your business.   
Lee Wallace will share the story of Peace Coffee and her 
experience of leveraging tension to build Peace Coffee.  

Lee Wallace is the Queen Bean of Peace Coffee, a company on a mission to craft a delicious coffee 
experience with communities around the globe. Based in the heart of Minneapolis, the company has 
been has been proudly roasting, pedaling and brewing outstanding fair trade and organic coffee since 
1996. Peace Coffee has garnered recognition in a variety of areas – from being named one of the  
38 Essential Coffee Shops to visit in the United States by Eater Magazine, to being named Best Coffee 
Roaster by Minnesota Monthly, to being named one of the top workplaces in the state by  
Minnesota Business Magazine.

Lee speaks frequently about fair trade, ethical business and building a successful company.  
Lee’s professional background includes entrepreneurship, economic development, small business 
incubation, and natural foods. In her spare time, Lee enjoys reading, gardening, playing ice hockey  
and collecting pets.  

FRIDAY, May 6, 2016  7:30–9:30 a.m. (Networking at 7:00 a.m.)

Leveraging Creative Tension 
with Lee Wallace, Queen Bean & CEO, Peace Coffee

Benefits of joining:

•  Be inspired and challenged by speakers and participants who are committed 
to living and aligning their values and purpose in best practices and toughest 
challenges.

•  Develop leadership skills as you engage and learn with leaders from a variety  
of organizations and industries.

•  Gain practical and relevant ideas for your teams and organization that you can  
put to action immediately to create ongoing alignment.

•  Build relationships and network with other leaders committed to action.

Please join us for 

Values and Purpose in Action  
Leadership Series

A community of forward-thinking leaders

Networking  
7:00–7:30 a.m.   

Speaker & Discussion  
7:30–9:30 a.m.

Location 
Great Clips Training Center  

4510 W. 77th Street 
Edina, MN 55435

Success that is:

More than can be measured  
by a single bottom line.

More aligned with your  
deeply held values.

More connected to a  
greater good.

More meaningful and  
fulfilling work.

REGISTER AT: http://www.eventbrite.com/e/values-and-purpose-in-action-tickets-23015767781 
For more information, email Diane Nettifee at dnettifee@magisventures.com or call (952) 737-7312

Sponsored by

Master of Arts in 
Organizational Leadership
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